
JSC Super League In house Tournament organized by JSC and played in accordance to the 
regulation of FIFA .

Objective: Inculcate the spirit of competition in young boys to embrace value of 
sportsmanship and friendship.

Identification:

Each team must submit a list with the name of the players and their jersey number 
before the match start. Team Manager (The person in charge of every team) will receive 
from the committee submission list with ID card. Before every match one of these lists 
will have to be given to the tournament committee. The list will have to be filled with 
the player’s numbers. 

Number of players and substitute:

Maximum 4 players are allowed to make substitution:  2 Players who are substituted not
allowed play again in the same match , but 2 players  will  be exempted from the substitute 
rule so they can re- substitute again during the same match.

Outfits Regulation:

Every shirt must be correctly numbered and the numbers must be the same as the ones in the 
team list. 
Before the match, if the referee considers the two outfits are very similar, one of the team  will 
have to change its shirt.

Shin guards must be worn for all the games, shin guards high enough to give adequate 
protection.

Venue and Playing field:

Dunk Ground, The matches will be played on artificial mat grass. 

Match Football:

Every match will be played with soft Nike balls (number 5) 

Competition System:



The competition system based on league format

In the league round, teams are divided into groups. All of them will meet in a round robin 
league basis. The two top teams from league group will go to the final , loser will play against 
losers final for 3rd and 4 position. The final matches will be played in knock out basis (direct 
elimination) and will be decided by penalty kicks after extra time according to tournament 
committee regulations. 

Match Schedule and time:

All matches shall be played Friday morning time except final subject ground availability).

Morning time:  first match 0630-07:40

Second match: 07:50-09:00

The organization committee reserves the right changes the matches, schedule and playing 
fields. The changes will be announced to the team managers in well in advance.

Penalty:

In case of a draw in knock out matches, there will be penalty shootout and sudden death as  in
FIFA regulation. Each Team will kick 5 penalties, only those players in the playing field at the end 
of the normal time will be allowed to participate in penalty shootout. 

Penalties will be kicked by a different player. All the players, excepting the goalkeeper and the 
player who is going to kick, have to be at the center of the playing field. 

Playing period

Every match will be made up of two halves of 30 minutes.
The Organization Committee has the right to change the playing program (groups, times and 
fields). The changes will be informed to the team managers.
Break Time: 10 Minutes during the first halve

Punctuality:

The teams must be ready 30 minutes prior to the kickoff. 
Minimum number of Players required to field the team 8 and  any team doesn’t  have enough 
number are not allowed to field the team.

Match point:

Win: 3 points
Draw: 1 point
Loss: 0 points, In case of Tie during league round following rules will be applied,



Goal Average
Number of goals scored
Number of Goal conceded

Final match on flood light:

If the result is draw after the full time and extra time, penalty kick shall take to determine the 
winner, extra ten minutes is allowed for each halves according to the tournament committee 
rules.

Referees:

The referees will be designated by tournament committee and decision of the referee is final.

Discipline:

All the team must encourage fair play on and off the field ,any unruly behaviors on and off the 
ground will not be entertained  by the JSCC management  and the team will be disqualify 
according to seriousness of the incident.

All participant and their supporters must respect and abide the Saudi Arabian law, and all the 
participant club encourage their ward to clean the environment and dump the empty bottles in 
a designated position only.

All the team must take prior consent from the parents of your ward  to participate in the 
tournament  and the tournament committee will not be responsible for any bodily  injury or  
accident that normally happened during  the matches 

Registration Fee:NIL

Players cautioned or dismissed from the field of play:

A player who received two cautions or yellow card during the match or consecutive match shall 
automatically be suspend from the next match

A player who received red card or sent off during the match shall automatically be suspend from 
the next match.

A suspended player shall not be allowed to sit on the substitution bench

Technical Committee:

All protest and reclamation matters will be looked at by the match commissione four
member Technical Committee and their decisions cannot be challenged.



All protests or reclamations must be handed to the four member technical  committee 
maximum 30 minutes after the end of the match..

Award:

For the final following players award and team award will be presented

The best player of the tournament or Golden Boot

Fair play award for the team

Golden Glove

Best Midfield

Best Defender

Budding star

Other Information’s:

Motivation Award will be awarded based on the performance

Tournament begins on: 14 Nov

Semifinal: nil

Final and Losers Final on: 18 Dec- 1900 hrs 0100

Facility Available on the ground: Free Drinking Water/ Ice cubes and limited first Aid 
box.

Good Luck


